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STRONG MARTINGALE CONVERGENCE

OF GENERALIZED CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS

ON VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS

BY

FUMIO HIAI AND MAKOTO TSUKADA

Abstract. Accardi and Cecchini generalized the concept of conditional expectations

on von Neumann algebras. In this paper we give some conditions for strong

convergence of increasing or decreasing martingales of Accardi and Cecchini's

conditional expectations.

Introduction. The study of conditional expectations and martingale convergence

theorems in the operator algebraic framework was initiated by Umegaki's earlier

works [14,15]. Since then, the martingale convergence theorems on von Neumann

algebras have been developed by several authors. For example, the almost sure type

martingale convergence was obtained by Lance [9] and Dang-Ngoc [4]. The strong

martingale convergence was completed in [13] by one of the authors.

The conditional expectation of a von Neumann algebra M onto a von Neumann

subalgebra N does not generally exist given a faithful normal state (or semifinite

weight) (¡p on M. Indeed its existence is equivalent to the invariance of N under the

modular automorphism group associated with <p (see [12]). To recover this drawback

of noncommutative conditional expectations, Accardi and Cecchini [1] generalized

the concept of conditional expectations on von Neumann algebras by using the

Tomita-Takesaki theory [11]. Accardi and Cecchini's conditional expectation e:

M -» N with respect to <p always exists but is not necessarily a projection onto N and

lacks a useful property that e(axb) — ae(x)b for a, b E N and x G M.

Araki [2] established the convergence of modular operators and modular conjuga-

tions given an increasing net of von Neumann subalgebras and a faithful normal

state. By extending the arguments in [2], we have obtained in [8] the martingale type

convergence of modular automorphism groups under an increasing or decreasing net

of von Neumann subalgebras and a faithful normal semifinite weight. On the same

lines, we investigate in this paper the strong convergence of martingales of Accardi

and Cecchini's conditional expectations (called here generalized conditional expecta-

tions).

In §1 of this paper we state the definition of the generalized conditional expecta-

tion with respect to a faithful normal semifinite weight and give easy technical
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lemmas. In §2 we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the strong

convergence of an increasing martingale of generalized conditional expectations. In

§3 we show the strong convergence of a decreasing martingale of generalized

conditional expectations with suitable assumptions. Finally we have an application

to some convergence properties for nonabelian A"-flows.

The authors would like to express their gratitude to Professor H. Umegaki for his

advice and constant encouragement.

1. Preliminaries. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and qp be a faithful normal

semifinite weight on M. We use the usual notations n = {x E M: <p(x*x) < oo}

and ttiç = n^rtç,. Let (%v, ttv) be the GNS representation of M induced by (p where

the canonical injection of nT into %y is denoted by xh>j:f Then 21 ̂ = {* :

xGnçnn*}isan achieved left Hubert algebra and trv(M) is its left von Neumann

algebra. Let Ac, Jv and a,9 be the modular operator, the modular conjugation and

the modular automorphism group, respectively, associated with <p.

Let A7 be a unital von Neumann subalgebra of M. The conditional expectation e:

M -» N with respect to <p is a unique norm one normal projection e of M onto N

such that <p(x) = <jp(e(x)) for all x E M+ . According to Takesaki [12], there exists

the conditional expectation e: M -> N with respect to <p if and only if cp 1 N is

semifinite and a^N) = N for every t E R. Recently the concept of conditional

expectations has been extended by Accardi and Cecchini [1]. Now suppose only that

\¡/ — (¡p r N is semifinite, and let (%^, tt^) and J^ be the GNS representation of N and

the modular conjugation associated with \p. Since the canonical injection of rt^ = rt^

n N into %<j/ is taken as the restriction of x h» xv to n^, %^ is identified with a

subspace of %v. Let F be the orthogonal projection of %v onto %^, then F G ttJiN)'

and itA\x) = tttp(x)P for all x E N. The conditional expectation e: M -> N with

respect to <p is introduced in [1] by

^{e(x)) = J^PJ^(x)J^,       xEM,

which is a faithful normal completely positive map of M into N such that e(l) = 1

and <p(x) = tp(e(x)) for all x G M+ (cf. [1, Theorem 7.5]). We here call e the

generalized conditional expectation with respect to <jp. This coincides with the condi-

tional expectation (as a norm one projection onto N) with respect to <p whenever the

latter exists.

In the following lemmas, we assume that \p = <p t N is semifinite and e: M -» N is

the generalized conditional expectation with respect to <p.

Lemmaí. If x E rXy, then e(x) G n^ and

(e(x))q, = J4,PJ9xv.

Proof. Let x E nv. Then e(x) E n^, follows from

\P(e{x)*e(x)) < 4>{e(x*x)) = <p(x*x) < oo.
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Choosing a net {a •} in m^ n N+ with a] / 1, we have

(e(x))„ = hm J^A\a)JA\t(x))w = lim Tt^,{ e(x))J^( a j)
j j

= limJ+PJir (x)J (aj)   = limJ^Ptr (aj)J x
j j

= J^PJvxtf.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. // y is a ^automorphism of M and e: M -* y~](N) is the generalized

conditional expectation with respect to <p ° y, i/ie« e = y_I °e°y.

Proof. Let (p = <poyf^ = (p|' y~x(N) and F be the orthogonal projection of %*

onto 3Cr. There is a unitary operator U of 3C^ onto 3C_ such that Ux$ = (yi-x)),, for

all x E n^. Then it is readily seen that F = Í/FÍ/*, ^ = UJJJ* and 7r„(y(.x)) =

Utt-(x)U* for all x G M. Hence

«♦(y(2(*))) = £/«3<l(*))l^ = UJjPJ^(x)J9J$u*

= J^PJvirv(y(x))JvJ^ = Tt^e(y(x))),        xEM,

so that we have y ° ë = e ° y.    Q.E.D.

2. Increasing case. In this section we discuss the martingale convergence of

generalized conditional expectations for the increasing case. We fix an increasing net

{Na} of unital von Neumann subalgebras of M and let Nx = VaNa. Let ç be a

faithful normal semifinite weight on M. Assume that \pa = <p 1 Na is semifinite for

each a and hence also ^ = <p 1 Nx is semifinite. For each a, we take rta = n9 n A^,

ma = rt*rtQ, the GNS representation (%a,tra) of Na, the left Hubert algebra

21 a = {xv: x E na n n*}, the modular operator Aa, the modular conjugation Ja and

the modular automorphism group a," associated with \pa. then {%a} is an increasing

net of subspaces of DC . Let Pa be the orthogonal projection of % onto %a. We

further take n^, m^, (%x, ttx), 21 „, A^, Jx, a,00 and Px analogously associated

with ypx. The generalized conditional expectations ea: M -> Na and ex: M -> Nx with

respect to <p are given as follows:

■*a(ea(x)) = JaPaJv^v(x)JvJa,

^(Eoo(x)) = '/»^oW1)7/«.        x G M.

Under the above assumptions and notations, we now state

Theorem 3. The following conditions are equivalent:

(i)Ua%a(EKx)isacoreof^2;

(ii) \\(ea(x))v - (ex(x)\\\ - 0 for every x E n„;

(hi) s-lim0 Ea(x) = ex(x)for every x G M;

(iv)||/°ea - f ° ex\\ ^ 0 for every f E M*.

Ifq> is bounded (i.e., <p(l) < oo), then the above conditions (i)-(iv) are fulfilled.

Proof, (i) => (ii). If x E nv, then by Lemma 1 we have

(««(*)) v = JaPJyXy,       (ea(x))v = JXPXJ x .
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Therefore the condition (ii) is equivalent to s-limaJaPa = JXPX, and so we may

assume Nx = M and show s-lima JaPa = J . Let / G M* with /< tp be given. By

[16, Theorem 3.2], there exists a unique /i6mf with 0 < h *£ 1 such that

/(*) = l<p(hx + xh),       xGn^nn^.

For each a, there further exists a unique haE ma with 0 *£ ha < 1 such that

/(x) = i<p(Aax + xAj,       xGn„nn*.

Under the assumption (i), the following results (l)-(3) have been proved in [8].

(1) h9 E D(^), (Aa)„ G F>(A„), |KÄa)v - A J - 0 and || Aa(Aa)„ - AVAJ| -* 0.
(2) The set {(1 + àv)hv} is total in % where h E mv with 0 < h «* 1 is taken as

above for any / G M+ with/ < <p.

(3) Let Â„ = AQF„ + (1 - Pa). Then s-limaÄ'B = A'¿, uniformly for t in any finite

interval.

We now define vector-valued continuous functions Fa(z) on the strip 0 < Re z *£ 1,

analytic in the interior, by

Fa(z) = e*\ùra(ha)v - A^Aj,       0 *£ Rez « 1.

Since

\\Fa(it)\\ < e-'KhX - A J + e-'-\\{N'a - A';)A J,

||FQ(1 + it)\\<el-t2\\Aa(ha)w - A,Aj + e'-'2||(^ - A^A J,       t E R,

we have

ex/VÁhX-JvhJ = eWV?(hX - AV/2Aj = 11^.(1/2)11

<sup(||Fo(¿)||,||Fa(l+¿)||)^0

by using (1) and (3). Hence

ll-W* - JvfiJl\<\\(ha)v - A J + ||ya(Aa)v - /„A J - 0.
Moreover, the set {A }, taken for any/ G M* with/< <p, is total in %q>, because (2)

implies

{AV}X=((1+AV)X)±={°}-

Thus i-lima JaPa = J is proved.

(ii)=*(i). Suppose that s-limaJaPa = JxPx and hence s-limaJaPaJxPx = Pœ.

Take the generalized conditional expectation ex a: Nx -* A/a with respect to i/^.

Given x G n^ n n£,, by Lemma 1 we obtain, for each a, ex a(x) G rtQ n n* and

\\(£oc.Âx))y - xj = \\JaPaJxXv - xj - 0,

|A,/2(e,,a(^))9-A,/Xl=l(eco.«(^))v-(^)J=ll^-/»(^)v- (x*U^0.

Thus (i) is satisfied.
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(i) => (Hi). Given x G M and £ G %x, we have

<KM*))M - Oil + \K('a(x))paè - ».(«J*))€||

<||*|| ||pa| - III + |kaF„^(x)^yaFa£ - /œpw VvW-Wll
-0,

because i-limQ /aFa = JXPX and hence i-lima Pa = Px. Thus s-lima ea(x) = ex(x).

(i) =» (iv). Since ttx(Nx) on DC^ is a standard form of A^, given/ G M* there is a

|£ïx such that /(*) = <*■«,(*)£, O for all x G A^ (cf. [7, Lemma 2.10]). For

every x G M, we have

|/(e«(*))-/(U*))l<KUa*))U-^M)l
+ |(».(e«W)i«,0-<*«.(«-(*))«. 01

<WKí-Sllll€ll

<||x|||||||(||Fa|-|||+2||/aFa|-y0OF0O|||).

This shows that (i) implies (iv).

(in) =» (ii) and (iv) => (ii). If either (hi) or (iv) holds, then w-limQ ea(x) = ex(x) for

all x G M. For every x G n^,, noting that {(£„(*)),,} is bounded in %x, let £ be any

weak accumulation point of {(e„(x)),p} and choose a subnet {(£„-(*)),,} of {(ea(x))v}

such that (ea.(x))v-> £ weakly. Since w-lima,ea,(x) = e^ix), we then have £ =

(£„(*))„ (cf. [10, p. 28]). Hence it follows that (ea(*))„ - (ex(x))v weakly. On the

other hand, ||(ea(x))ç|| < IKeJx)),,!! holds for each a by Lemma 1. Thus \\(ea(x))v -

(e«(*))vll - 0.
Finally let tp be bounded. For every x G A^, there is a net {* •} in UaAa such that

s-limjXj — x and s-üm,*,* = x*. We then have \\(Xj)v — x?|| -» 0 and \\^x2(xj)v —

^x2x<p\\ = \\(x*)v - (**%,ll -» 0. Hence the condition (i) is satisfied.   Q.E.D.

Remarks. (1) When each ea is the conditional expectation (as a norm one

projection) with respect to <p, the martingale convergence properties (iii) and (iv) are

satisfied (see [13]).

(2) Under the condition (i), it can be proved (see [8]) that s-limaafa(x) = ar°°(x)

uniformly for t in any finite interval for every x G Ua Na. In this case, it further

holds that 5-limaa/"(ea(x)) = a,x'(ex(x)) uniformly for t in any finite interval for

every x E M.

3. Decreasing case. In this section we deal with the convergence of generalized

conditional expectations for the decreasing case. Let {Na} be a decreasing net of

uni tal von Neumann subalgebras of M with Nx = DttNa. Let <p be a faithful normal

semifinite weight on M such that \px = <P 1 Nx is semifinite and hence each 4<a — <p í

A^ is semifinite. We use the notations na, ma, (%a, tta), Aa, Ja, Pa and nK, mx,

(%x, ttx), àx, Jx, Px as in §2. We take the generalized conditional expectations ea:

M -> Na and ex: M ^> Nx with respect to <p.
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Theorem 4. Under the above assumptions, consider the following conditions:

(ï)s-limaPa = Px(i.e.,naXa = %œ);

(ü)ll( £«(*)),, - («U•*)),,II -» 0 for every x E nv\

(iii)s-limaea(x) = ex(x) for every x E M;

(iv)||/°ea -/»Eooll-O for every /G M*.

FAen the conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent and the condition (i) implies (iii) and (iv).

// <p is bounded, then the conditions (i)-(iii) are equivalent.

Proof, (i) =» (ii). By Lemma 1, the condition (ii) is equivalent to s-limaJaPa =

JXPX. For each f E M$ with /<tp, there exist, by [16, Theorem 3.2], unique

ha G ma and hx E mx with 0 *S A„ < 1, 0 « hœ «S 1 such that

/(*) = 2«p(Aax + xAa),       xGnann*,

f(x) = i<p(hxx + xhx),       xGnxnn^.

Under the assumption (i), the following results (l)-(3) hold (see [8]).

(1) (Aa)„ G D(Aa),   (hx\ED(Ax),   \\(ha\ - (AM)J - 0   and   ||Aa(AJv-

(2) The set {(1 + A^XA^)^} is total in %x where hx E mx with 0 « hx < 1 is

taken as above for any / G M+ with/ < tp.

(3) Let Aa = AaFa + (1 - Pa) and À,, = AXPX + (1 - />x). Then s-lim,,^ =

Â'x uniformly for t in any finite interval.

Defining

Fa(z) = e--2(A;(Aj„ - Ax(hx)v),       0< Rez < 1,

and using (1) and (3), we have

k(2)ï = *I/4H/i(A«),-^o(*.)J-o

as in the proof of Theorem 3. Hence

IK(0„ - -UOdNCU,. - (K)J + Pa(ha)v - -UAJJ - 0.

Since (2) shows that the set {(A«,),,} is total in %x, JaPa = JaPx + Ja(Pa - Px)

converges strongly to JXPX.

(ii) =» (i). If i-lim„ JaPa = JXPX, then for any £ G D;Xa we have

11^11=114^11 = 1™ pau\\=mi
a

so that £,E%X. Hence (i) holds,

(i) => (iii). Suppose that i-lima JaPa = JXPX. Given x EM and £ G %x, we have

kK(*))É - «v(eJx))t\\ = P*PaJv*v(xKW - J^PxJ^(x)JvJxPxi\ - 0.

Choosing a net {ay} in m^ n (Nx)+ with a,/11, we have

■V? = Hmitv(aj)Jvxv = hmJ^xp^aj)^       x E nç.

This shows that ^(M )'%x is dense in DC . Hence (iii) holds.
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(i) =» (iv). Since irç( M yOO^ is dense in % , it suffices to prove (iv) for / G M*

such that

/(*)= (vrç(x)û'£,fl'£),       xEM,

where a' E tt (M)' and £ G %x. For this/, we have

l/(u^))-/(u^)l=|(^(^(^))^«'^'0-(M£=c(^))i^'*«'OI
= \(\(x)JvJJ, JyJaPaa'*a'í)- (^(xp^JJ, \JKPxa'*a't)\

<\\x\\{\\U - 4111 l|a'*a'€ll + M litó - 4A>'*«'éI0-
If (i) is satisfied, then it follows from the proof of (i) =» (ii) that ||/a£ — 70C£|| -» 0 for

all £ G '1'^. Therefore ||/ ° e„ - / ° ej| - 0.

Finally if <p is bounded, then it is clear that (iii) implies (ii).    Q.E.D.

Remarks. (1) If each eQ is the conditional expectation (as a norm one projection)

with respect to (p, then the martingale convergence properties (iii) and (iv) hold (see

[13]). In this case, (ea(x))v = Fax^ and (e^x)),, = Pxxv for all x G n,,. Hence the

conditions (i) and (ii) are also satisfied (see the proof of (iii) =» (ii) in Theorem 3).

(2) We can find a von Neumann algebra M with a cyclic and separating vector £

and a decreasing net {Na} of von Neumann subalgebras of M such that £ is cyclic

for each N„ and Nx = DnA„ = Cl (cf. [3. Example 1]). Let <p(x) = <x£, £> for

x G M, then "Xa = "Tí for each a and %x = C£. Thus the conditions (i)-(iii) in

Theorem 4 are not satisfied for this case.

(3) Under the condition (i), it follows (see [8]) that s-limaa,a(x) = rj,°°(x) uni-

formly for t in any finite interval for every x G Mx, and further s-limaa"(£a(x)) =

a,cc(ex(x)) uniformly for t in any finite interval for every x G M.

As an example we lastly consider nonabelian Af-flows studied by Emch [5,6]. A

nonabelian A^-flow is described by (M, <p, y,, N0) where M is a von Neumann

algebra, <p is a faithful normal state on M, y, is a one-parameter automorphism group

of M, and N() is a von Neumann subalgebra of M such that (p is y,-invariant and

A0Cy,(A0),        f>0,

il« = a Vy,(A0) = M.
(ER (GR

Here it is not necessarily assumed that o^Nq) = A0 for all t E R. Let Nt = y,(N0)

and e,: M -> A, be the generalized conditional expectation with respect to <p. Then

{A,: 1ER) is an increasing net of unital von Neumann subalgebras of M with

V,A, = M and D,A, = Cl, and the condition (i) in Theorem 3 (resp. Theorem 4) is

satisfied for t -» oo (resp. t -> -oo). Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2 that

e, = y, ° £() ° y_, for all t E R. Therefore we conclude by Theorems 3 and 4 that for

every x G M and/ G M+,

5-lime,(x) = x,        5-lime,(x) = e_oc(x) = (p(x)l,
t—oc t— -oc

11/° Yf0£o-/° y,ll=ll/oe,-/||-0    (asi^ oo),

||/° Yf ° e0 -/(1)<P|| =11/° e, -/° £-^11 - 0    (as/- -co).
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